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Learn More The HiSET Exam Register / Sign In Register for the HiSET or Sign In to your account All Products Power your progress with assessments and research tools designed to help you make decisions with confidence. The insights you need. GRE® The world's most widely used admissions test for graduate & professional school. Helps you revise
previous tests before the next test.There will be section-wise analysis of your performance in each test. The research represents the views and insights from more than 180+ IT decisions makers from leading airports and airlines around the world: Covering 41 countries around the world Airlines: 25% of global passenger traffic in 2018 Airports: 27%
of global passenger traffic in 2018 Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Firstly because you haven’t invested much, secondly you tend to postpone because you don’t feel the competition.In our test series, you will be competing with thousands of serious students across the country (we had 15000+ subscribers last year). This category
also includes aspirants who have given attempts in civil services exam.Both category aspirants need absolute discipline in their preparation if you have to clear prelims, or the all stages of this exam. You just have to start from the beginning to notice how much huge difference it is going to make to your exam preparation in a positive way.Testimonials
by IAS Toppers 2018TWO Test Series: Unique Idea to Address Concerns and Demands of All AspirantsThis year we are launching TWO test series keeping in mind TWO broad category of students who are preparing for UPSC civil services exam. You may read our last year post on test series to understand how and why you should use Insights test
series.For Aspirants who have completed coaching or have studied basics:We have designed test series SUBJECT-WISE or Module – wise. With this timetable you don’t have to plan by yourself and can save hundreds of hours. If you think you have paid (or paying) good amount, extract maximum from the test series. This helps in timetaly revision of
every important topic you have read, including current affairs, before you move on to new topics.All India Ranking helps you know where you stand as our subscriber base is huge (you will be competing with nearly 20000 candidates from across India).Every Test will cover Current Affairs comprehensively from June 1, 2019. Hence one of these two
test series provides you a timetable that focuses on TEXTBOOKS first. In addition, this gives you much needed seriousness and confidence. The timetable has kept in mind the integrated nature of preparation (prelims + mains) that is required to ace this exam within one or two attempts. This test series is designed in such a way that it helps you not
only make notes for all topics systematically, but will also help you revise three times entire syllabus by March 2020. As we are fond of saying – InsightsIAS tests truly EMPOWER aspirants to be the best they could be to beat their competitors.There is another strong reason why you must subscribe. This feature helps you understand the expectations
of UPSC and prepare accordingly.There will be Mains Questions as well (10 Questions) that are based on given topics. NDA, CDS, IES, CAPF exams. From our end, we will 100 percent do justice to the price you have paid. We promise. Learn More The TOEFL Essentials Test Praxis® A trusted leader in educator licensure assessment. We will provide
SYNOPSIS for these 10 questions too.Every test will cover 10 percent of previous test’s syllabus. Buying tests from photocopy shop in the end and trying to memorise facts will DEFINITELY ruin your attempt.What you need is GENERAL AWARENESS that you can get only by studying standard texts and applying the gained knowledge in a test like
situation repeatedly – which our test series platform gives you in a very user friendly way. In addition, we will be giving you 10 mains questions with every test along with synopsis. Be aware that Prelims is getting tougher. Aspirants tend to waste lots of time when they think that they have lots of months with them. One category of aspirants are
Freshers who haven’t taken any coaching yet but want to start preparation either in college or from home. View All Products In the recently concluded UPSC civil Services Examination 2018, more than 100 toppers were subscribers of our Prelims Test Series 2018. Learn More The Praxis Tests Register / Sign In Register for the Praxis Test or Sign In
to your account TOEIC® The global standard for assessing English-language proficiency for the workplace. Completion of syllabus is a must to succeed in this exam. Their testimonials (check screenshots below)about the quality of our tests and significant contribution made by our well planned timetable in disciplining their preparation have again
proven – year after year – why every serious IAS aspirant must go for InsightsIAS Prelims Test Series.Also, as one of our toppers in the below screenshot has mentioned, you need to follow the timetable BLINDLY. If it has worked for hundreds of toppers, it will work for you too. Based on surveys conducted during September and October 2020, the
2020 Air Transport IT Insights research explores emerging IT trends and the transformative impacts of the recent pandemic on the air transport industry. SITA’s Air Transport IT Insights report is well established as the global benchmark research for the air transport industry. Our timetables, which are so carefully prepared after consulting hundreds
of aspirants across the country (through their valuable feedback), will provide you a roadmap to both simplify and bring discipline in your exam preparation.For Freshers or beginners:Freshers need to complete basic books first. You will not regret.We know we make mistakes. This is apart from all the downloads you get in your dashboard (previous
year papers, current affairs, quizzes etc)A small investment from your side can have significant impact on your result. This is to let you not forget what you have read for first test and thereafter. Learn More The TOEFL iBT Test TOEFL® Essentials™ The quality you expect. Moreover, section-wsie analysis of performance in each test helps you work
more on your weak areas.We have a team that carefully researches and frames questions in order to match UPSC standards and meet aspirant’s expectations. If UPSC decides to conduct preliminary exam in the third week of May 2020, we will pre-pone the test date.FEATURESTEXTBOOK Based ApproachThere are Full Length 38 Very High Quality
Tests that match very UPSC standard (acknowledged by hundreds of toppers every year).These 38 Tests are structured in such a way as to help you start from scratch and gradually gain advanced knowledge through self study using standard textbooks and multiple revisions.First 11 Tests are based on all Important NCERT Textbooks (New
NCERTs).There will be full length REVISION TEST after every 5 Tests. Ultimately, as our toppers have told us (you), this test series will EMPOWER and ENABLE you to clear the first hurdle of this exam with confidence. Learn More The GRE Test Register / Sign In Register for the GRE Test or Sign In to your account TOEFL iBT® The premier
English-language test for admissions worldwide. In the final leg you will get full length tests (this year we have increased their numbers to give you extra practice). In reality, you will not solve these tests. It’s better to be smart and have an integrated approach from the beginning. We are very sure that those who have seriously given or giving 2019
tests will clear Prelims 2019. The ranking you get gives you a clear picture about where you stand compared to your co-aspirants. Neither they give enough tests from beginning. This saves many years of your youth. This helps you read and revise current affairs from the beginning.All tests will cover previous year question papers of UPSC civil
services. Once chosen, finish as much as possible during next two months. Collect all books that are mentioned in the timetable and start preliminary reading (glancing through all texts)Follow The Hindu and our daily current affairs without failDon’t waste time gathering opinion here and there. This helps you know where you need to put extra efforts
to prepare well for your weakest areas.Unlimited access to previous tests in the form of PDFs.Your doubts would be addressed under each test discussion page.This test series will seriously prepare you to tackle actual exam with full confidenceTo Subscribe, Click HereOnce you subscribe, what you should be doing till the first test?Assuming you are
fresher, choose Optional subject immediately. Our test series will help you here very much. Timetables:Subject-wise or Module-wise Test Series for Prelims 2020Textbook-wise (NCERT + Standard Textbooks) Test Series for Prelims 2020NOTE: We have kept May 24, 2020 for the last test. Later tests will be based on STANDARD texts. Without
confidence, you can not clear this exam. Imagine this: You may decide to buy pirated copies of tests from photocopy shop and solve them once you complete all books. Choose it wisely. Another category of aspirants is one who have completed either coaching or have finished basics on their own. But we learn and improve every time.Wish you all the
best. First 11 tests will be based on NCERT books (NEW ones). This is to help you study these texts not only from prelims point of view, but also from mains point of view. Keeping in mind diverse set of aspirants within this category – such as those who have finished coaching, those who have written Mains, those who are skipping 2019 attempt to
focus on 2020 attempt – this test series is designed to give you enough time to study every nook and corner of UPSC civil services prelims and Mains General studies syllabus. When you are planning for 2020 attempt, you must take care to not to waste time. Learn More The TOEIC Tests HiSET® A new opportunity to earn a high school equivalency
credential. May your journey be smooth and enjoyable. NOTE: Subscription for Offline Prelims Test Series will be enabled from next week. For any queries mail to:support@insightsias.comoffline@insightsias.com In between there will be revision tests too. These are practice questions for you to write answers at home. Even when you join coaching,
joining this test series helps you complete standard texts aligning with the coaching schedule. This helps you know where you need to put extra efforts to prepare well for your weakest areas.Unlimited access to previous tests in the form of PDFs.Your doubts would be addressed under each test discussion page.This test series will seriously prepare
you to tackle actual exam with full confidence.This test series is mainly meant for those who have finished basic reading at least one.Tests under this test series will be Subject – wise and will help you complete both prelims and mains syllabus before February 2020.This test series has 37 Tests.Out of 37 Tests, 25 tests are subject-wise and full length
(100 Questions).There are 13 Full Length tests to give you extra edge over others.A detailed timetable with sub-topics for you to prepare notes comprehensively.All India Ranking helps you know where you stand as our subscriber base is huge (you will be competing with nearly 20000 candidates from across India).Every Test will cover Current Affairs
comprehensively from June 1, 2019. And then applying this knowledge to score better in tests. This confidence comes through systematic completion of syllabus and showing gradual improvement in retention of information. Once you subscribe, impose full faith and follow the timetable BLINDLY. Success will be yours.Don’t think about Pricing too
much. To clear this exam you need more confidence. Most coaching institutions don’t let you read standard texts. Joining our test series makes sure that you won’t waste your time. Why you MUST join InsightsIAS test series?The screenshots in the beginning of this post might have already convinced you. But then, based on our experience of
interacting with thousands of students, we must tell you why you should not think twice to join our test series.As explained above our test series will definitely gives direction and discipline. Your preparation will start from very basics and will end up with multiple revisions. Do justice to the price you have paid. That is – your encouragement helps us
keep this website (www.insightsonindia.com) running free of cost. From this year onwards we too will be giving you value addition material ONLY to InsightsIAS test series subscribers in their dashboard. As in previous years, the industry IT spend projections for the year ahead are revealed.
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